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Solutions of the spherically symmetric SU „2…
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It is shown analytically that every static, spherically symmetric solution to the
Einstein–Yang–Mills equations with SU~2! gauge group that is defined in the far
field has finite ADM mass. Moreover, there can be at most two horizons for such
solutions. The three types of solutions possible, Bartnik–McKinnon particle-like
solutions, Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solutions, and black hole solutions having
only one horizon are distinguished by the behavior of the metric coefficients at the
origin. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~00!00810-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Einstein–Yang–Mills equations with SU~2! gauge group, derived in Ref. 1 for stati
spherically symmetric solutions in the magnetic ansatz, give a classical~nonquantum mechanical!
description of gravity coupled to a nuclear force modeled by a Yang–Mills field. The unkno
of the equations are the metric and the connection. We may write the metric as

ds252A~r !B~r !22 dt21A~r !21 dr21r 2~du21sin2 u df2!,

and the Yang–Mills curvature 2-form as

F5w8t1dr∧du1w8t2dr∧~sinu df!2~12w2!t3 du∧~sinu df!.

Here A(r ) B(r )22, A(r )21, and w(r ) denote the unknown metric and connection coefficien
respectively, prime denotes the derivative with respect tor, the Schwarzschild coordinate, an
$t1 ,t2 ,t3% form a basis for su~2!, the Lie algebra of SU~2!.

The EYM equations in this framework form a system of three ordinary differential equat

rA81~112w82!A512W2/r 2, ~1.1!

r 2Aw91rC~r !w81wW50, ~1.2!

rB8/B52w82, ~1.3!

where we setW512w2 andC(r )512A2W2/r 2.
Much effort has gone into studying this system of equations—hundreds of papers ha

peared. See Ref. 2 for an extensive bibliography. Much of the effort has been directed to
proving the existence of solutions of various types: particle-like solutions cf. Refs. 1, 3–6,
hole solutions cf. Refs. 7–12. Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solutions cf. Ref. 13, ‘‘bag of gold’’
solutions cf. Ref. 6.

There have also been results concerning the uniqueness of solutions. For example, it is
in Ref. 6 that particle-like solutions are classified by nodal class. Also, it is shown in Ref. 14
any ~static, spherically symmetric! solution to the EYM equations that is defined in the far fie
and is regular, that is,A(r ).0 for r ..1, is either a particle-like solution, a black hole solutio
or a Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solution, that is, a solution that hasA(r ).1 for somer. @A solution
~A,w,B! is said to be defined in the far field if there is ar 0.0 such that for allr .r 0 the functions
are defined and differentiable and Eqs.~1.1!–~1.3! are satisfied.#
69300022-2488/2000/41(10)/6930/7/$17.00 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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In this paper we consider static, spherically symmetric solutions to the SU~2! EYM equations
that are defined in the far field.

Note: since Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! do not involveB we need only discussw and A in what
follows; Eq. ~1.3! can always be solved forB.

The first objective is to answer a question posed in Ref. 15, are all solutions to Eqs.~1.1! and
~1.2! that are defined in the far field regular solutions? That is, if a solution~w,A! to ~1.1! and~1.2!
is defined forr .r 0 , is A(r ).0 for r ..1? The answer, given by Theorem 9, is yes. It is sho
that any solution to Eqs.~1.1! and~1.2! that is defined in the far field has finite ADM mass;16 in
particular,A(r ).0 for larger. Thus, any solution defined in the far field is asymptotically fl
space–time.

It was shown in Ref. 15 that any regular solution to the EYM equations that is defined i
far field is actually defined for allr .0. Combining this result with Theorem 9 quoted above
can say that any solution to the EYM equations that is defined in the far field is actually de
for all r .0; we then ask about the behavior of the solution nearr 50.

If a solution is defined in the far field andA(r ).0 for all r .0 then the solution must be
either a particle-like solution or a Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solution with a naked singularity a
the origin.14 What can we say about solutions if there is a horizon, that is, ifA(r)50 for somer?
For example, can there be horizons within horizons? Are there solutions defined for allr>0 that
satisfy particle-like initial conditions atr 50 and haveA.0 in the far field but for whichA has
two or more zeros?

It was shown in Ref. 15 that the zeros ofA are isolated and can only accumulate atr 50;
moreover, there are at most two zeros ofA for r .1. It was shown in Ref. 17 that 0 isnot an
accumulation point for the zeros ofA. In Sec. III we give a very simple argument for a sharp
result: we show thatA can have at most two zeros. This answers another question posed in
15. Moreover, ifA has two zeros then it must be a Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solution with a
singularity at the origin~Proposition 22!. There can also be solutions for whichA has exactly one
zero and for these solutions we show that either limr→0 A(r )5` or lim infr→0 A(r )52` ~Theo-
rem 20!. This confirms a conjecture of Ref. 15.

We thus have a trichotomy: for solutions defined in the far field the behavior of the solu
at r 50 can be of three types:~a! limr→0 A(r )51; ~b! limr→0 A(r )5`; or ~c! lim inf r→0 A(r )
52` ~Theorem 23!.

Solutions of type~a! must be Bartnik–McKinnon particle-like solutions; see Proposition
and Theorem 3.7 of Ref. 14. Solutions of type~b! must be Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solutions; see
Theorem 6.3.13 The classic Schwarzschild solution,w(r )[61, A(r )5122M /r , is of type~c!.

Solutions of type~c! with nontrivial gauge field have not been shown to exist; Reissn
Nordström-type solutions with nontrivial gauge field have only been proved to exist when the
a naked singularity.13 There is some numerical evidence for the existence of Reissner–Nords¨m-
type solutions for whichA has two zeros.18–20 See also Ref. 2, p. 49. On the other hand, for a
r.0 there exists a countable number of solutions to the EYM equations~1.1!–~1.3! defined in the
far field, distinguished by nodal class, and having horizonr.6,12 By the results of Ref. 15 such
solutions are defined for allr .0, have nontrivial gauge field and the metric coefficientA has one
or two zeros. Thus, there must exist solutions to Eqs.~1.1!–~1.3! with nontrivial gauge field of
type ~b! or type ~c! quite possibly both types of solutions occur.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II it is shown that for any solution to~1.1! and~1.2!
defined in the far fieldA can have at most two zeros. In Sec. III it is shown that for any solu
to ~1.1! and~1.2! defined in the far fieldA must be positive for larger. In Sec. IV solutions having
horizons are discussed and the trichotomy theorem is presented.

The author thanks Piotr Bizon for helpful comments.

II. ZEROS OF A

In this section we show that if (w(r ),A(r )) is any solution to the SU~2! EYM equations that
is defined in the far field, that is, for allr .r 0 for somer 0 , thenA(r ) has at most two zeroes.
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Definition: For any solution ~w,A! of the EYM Eqs. ~1.1! and ~1.2! we set
L(r )511A(112w82)2W2/r 2.

Note 0:We can also writeL5rA812A(112w82). It follows from ~1.1! and ~1.2! that the
function L satisfies the equationrL 8(r )5L(122w82)12(W2/r 22A).

Proposition 1:If L(r 1)50 thenL8(r 1).0.
Proof: If L(r 1)50 thenr 1L8(r 1)52(W2/r 1

22A) which is clearly positive ifA,0. If A>0
we useL50 to write W2/r 1

22A5112Aw82.0.
Corollary 2: If L(r 1)50 thenL(r ).0 for r .r 1 andL(r ),0 for r ,r 1 ; hence,L(r )50 can

have at most one solution.
Corollary 3: If A(t)50 andA8(t),0 thenA(r ).0 for all r ,t.
Proof: By Note 0, L(t)5tA8(t),0. If A(r )50 for somer ,t, let s be the largest such

r ,t with A(r )50. Since A(r ).0 for r near t, r ,t, we have A8(s)>0 and hence,
L(s)5sA8(s)>0. But by Proposition 1,L(r ),0 for all r ,t which is a contradiction.

Corollary 4: If A(s)50 andA8(s).0 thenA(r ).0 for all r .s.
Proof: By Note 0,L(s)5sA8(s).0. If A(r )50 for somer .s, let t be the smallest such

r .s with A(r )50. Since A(r ).0 for r near s, r .s, we have A8(t)<0 and hence,
L(t)5tA8(t)<0. But by Proposition 1,L(r ).0 for all r .s which is a contradiction.

Corollary 5: If A(g)505A8(g) thenA(r ).0 for all 0,rÞg.
Proof: We first show that ifA(g)505A8(g) thenA9(g).0. Differentiating Eq.~1.1! at g

givesgA9(g)52W2/g314wWw8/g2. It follows easily from Eq.~1.1! that 12W2/g250 since
A(g)50, A8(g)50; from Eq. ~1.2! we get w(g)50 since A(g)50, C(r )50, thus
gA9(g)52/g.0. In particular,A(r ).0 for r nearg, rÞg.

By Note 0,L(g)5gA8(g)50 sinceA(g)50. If A(r )50 for somer .g, let t be the smallest
such r .s with A(r )50. SinceA(r ).0 for r near g, r .g, we haveA8(t)<0 and hence,
L(t)<0. But by Proposition 1,L(r ).0 for all r .g which is a contradiction.

If A(r )50 for somer ,g, a symmetric argument produces as,g with L(s)>0, another
contradiction.

Theorem 6: If ~w,A! is a solution to the Eqs.~1.1! and~1.2! defined for 0<r 1,r ,r 2 thenA
has at most two zeroes.

Proof: If A(g)505A8(g) for some r 1,g,r 2 then A(r ).0 for all rÞg, r 1,r ,r 2 by
Corollary 5 and hence,A has only one zero. Otherwise, ifA(s)50 and A8(s).0 for some
r 1,s,r 2 then by Corollary 4,A(r ).0 for all r .s so any zero ofA must occur forr ,s.
Symmetrically, ifA(t)50 andA8(t),0 for somer 1,t,s andt is the largest suchr then by
Corollary 3,A(r ).0 for all r ,t. ThusA can have at most two zeroes.

Remark 7:The theorem actually shows a bit more, namely, ifA has two zeroes att ands say,
with A8(s).0 andA8(t),0 thent,s. Thus, for example, there do not exist local solutions
Eqs.~1.1! and~1.2! that are negative forr near 0, then positive for an interval ofr then negative.

Remark 8:It follows from Ref. 21 that the only solution to Eqs.~1.1! and~1.2! defined in the
far field havingA(g)505A8(g) for someg andA(r ).0 for larger is the extreme Reissner
Nordström solution given byw(r )[0, A(r )5(r 21)2/r 2.

III. FARFIELD BEHAVIOR

In this section we show that any solution to Eqs.~1.1! and~1.2! that is defined in the far field
hasA(r ).0 for largerr. Such solutions were dubbed ‘‘regular’’ in Ref. 14. An important cor
lary is that any solution to the spherically symmetric SU~2! Einstein–Yang–Mills equations de
fined in the far field has finite ADM mass. Lemmas 12 and 13 were announced earlier.15

Theorem 9: If ~w,A! is a solution to Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! defined in the far field then
A(r ).0 for larger.

Proof: Assume throughout this section that~w,A! is a solution to equations~1.1! and ~1.2!
defined in the far field withA(r ),0 for larger; we will derive a contradiction.

The proof requires a number of lemmas.
Lemma 10: L(r ).0 for larger; in particular, 12W2/r 2.0, C(r ).0, and22Aw82,1.
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Proof: We calculater (L1A)85222A22w82L. If L,0 andA,0 thenr (L1A)8>2 and
hence,L1A.0 for large r. ThusL.2A.0 for large r. Next, since 11A(112w82)2W2/r 2

.0 it follows that 12W2/r 2.2A(112w82)>0. Also, C(r )512W2/r 22A.12W2/r 2.0.
The last assertion follows from 112Aw82.W2/r 22A>0.

Lemma 11:lim inf r→` 12(W2/r 2)50.
Proof: By Lemma 10 we have 12(W2/r 2).0 for larger. Suppose lim infr→` 12(W2/r 2)

52h.0. Then for large r, 12W2/r 2.h. Note that (rA)8512W2/r 22(112w82)A>1
2W2/r 2>h so rA.0 for somer. That is a contradiction.

Lemma 12:The projection of the orbit (w,w8) in thew–w8 plane cannot remain in the secon
or fourth quadrant Q2 or Q4 for allr .r 2 .

Proof: In Q2 and Q4ww8,0 sow2 is decreasing; hence, lim infr→` 12(W2/r 2)51 contra-
dicting Lemma 11.

Lemma 13:The projection of the orbit (w,w8) in the w–w8 plane cannot remain in the firs
or third quadrant Q1 or Q3 for allr .r 2 .

Proof: In Q1 we have

r ~A1Aw8!8522Aw822A2
2Aw83

r
112

W2

r 2 2
wW

r
.12

W2

r 2 2
wW

r
.

Now 12W2/r 2>0 by Lemma 10 and hencew,Ar 11. In the interval 0<w<Ar 11 the ~ab-
stract! function of w, 12(W2/r 2)2(wW/r ).1/4 so r (A1Aw8)8>12(W2/r 2)2(wW/r ).1/4
and thusA(11w8).0 for largerr. But w8.0 in Q1 and henceA.0 which is a contradiction.
Thus the orbit must leave Q1.

In Q3 we use

r ~A2Aw8!8512Aw832A2
2Aw82

r
112

W2

r 2 1
wW

r
.12

W2

r 2 1
wW

r
;

the rest of the argument proceeds mutatis mutandis.
Lemmas 12 and 13 show thatA,0 implies that the projection of the orbit (w,w8) in the

w–w8 plane must rotate; Eq.~1.2! shows that the rotation must be about~1, 0! or ~21, 0! or both.
Lemma 11 shows that the size of the loops is unbounded.

Lemma 14:lim supr→` 12(W2/r 2)51.
Proof: It is clearly sufficient to show that for anyr 0 there is anr .r 0 with 12W2/r 251.
By Lemma 11 there is anr 1.r 0 such that 12W2/r 1

2,1/2 say, i.e.,w221.r /2..1. Sup-
pose that (w(r 1),w8(r 1)) is in Q1 ~respectively, Q3!. By Lemma 13 the orbit must exit to Q4
~respectively, Q2!. Then, by Lemma 12, the orbit must leave Q4~respectively, Q2!; that can only
happen ifw2,1 and the orbit exits to Q1~respectively, Q3! or w50 and the orbit exits to Q3
~respectively, Q1!. In either case, there is anr with w(r )251, i.e., 12W2/r 251.

Note that (rA)8512W2/r 222w82A>12W2/r 2.0 by Lemma 10 so limr→` rA exists and
limr→` rA<0. Henceforth, we assume there is anM.0 and r 0 such that L(r ).0,
rA(r ).2M for r .r 0 .

To prove Theorem 9 we will show that* r 0

r 112(W2/r 2)dr.M for somer 1 and hence,

r 1A~r 1!.r 0A~r 0!1E
r 0

r 1
12~W2/r 2!dr.2M1M50.

Using Lemmas 10 and 14 we note that there are sequencesn,xn,yn,zn such that
12W2/xn

251, 12W2/yn
252/3, 12W2/zn

251/3, and w8(r )Þ0 for xn,r ,zn . Note that

w(xn)251, w(yn)2511A1
3yn'A 1

3ynw(zn)2511A2
3zn'A 2

3zn . In particular, w(r )<Ar for

xn,r ,zn andw(zn)2w(yn).A4 2
3Azn2A4 1

3Ayn'0.144Azn.
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Now * r 0

` 12(W2/r 2)dr.(n51
` *xn

zn12(W2/r 2)dr since 12W2/r 2.0 by Lemma 10 so to fin-

ish the proof of Theorem 9 it is clearly sufficient to show*xn

zn12(W2/r 2)dr is uniformly bounded

away from 0, that is*xn

zn12(W2/r 2)dr.h.0, whereh is independent ofn.

Now, for xn,r ,zn , we have 12W2/r 2>1/3 so *xn

zn12(W2/r 2)dr.*xn

zn 1
3dr5(zn2xn)/3.

Thus, it is sufficient to showzn2xn is uniformly bounded away from 0. Clearly, ifzn2xn.1 for
all n we are done so assumezn2xn,1. Assume also for definiteness thatw8(r ).0 for
xn,r ,zn ; the argument is similar ifw8(r ),0. Now w(xn)51, w(yn)'Ayn/), so
w(yn)2w(xn)'Ayn/A4 3. Hence,

zn2xn.yn2xn5
w~yn!2w~xn!

w8~z!8
'

Ayn

3w8~z!

for some intermediatez, xn,z,yn . We now complete the proof of Theorem 9 by showing th
w8(r )/Ar is bounded forxn<r<yn . Sincezn2xn,1 andxn..1 it follows that@w8(z)#/Ayn is
bounded forxn<r<yn .

Lemma 15:If w8(a)2>625a for somea,zn and xn.2M then w8(r )2>625r for all a<r
<zn .

Proof: Let h(r )5w8(r )22625r ; thenh(a)>0. We show thath(r )50 impliesh8(r ).0 and
thus,h can never become negative. SinceC(r )>1/3 andw(r )<Ar for a <r<zn we have from
Eq. ~1.2!, h8(r )uh(r )5052w8(r )w9(r )262552w8(r )$rC(r )w81wW%/(2r 2A)2625>2w8(r )
3$rw8/32r 3/2%/(2r 2A)2625>50r 1/2$8r 3/22r 3/2%/(2r 2A)2625>350r /M2625 where we
have used2W,r ,w2,r ,2rA,M . Thus,h8(r )uh(r )50.0 if r .2M .

Lemma 16: w8(r )2,625r for xn,r ,yn .
Proof: Supposew8(a)2>625a for somea,zn , then by Lemma 15w8(r )2.625r for all a

<r<zn . We now apply the estimate onw8 to Eq. ~1.2!. First, rC(r )w8.25r 3/2/3.22wW.
Hence, 2r 2Aw95(r 2rA2W2/r )w81wW>rC(r )w8/2>rw8/6 for all a<r<zn . Thus, by
Lemma 10,

w9

w82 >
rw8

3r 2~22Aw82!
>

w8

3r
.

Integrating the left-hand side of the inequality froma to zn yields

E
a

zn w9

w82 dr5
21

w8~zn!
1

1

w8~a!
<

1

w8~a!
.

Integrating the right-hand side of the inequality froma to zn yields

E
a

zn w8

3r
dr.E

yn

zn w8

3r
dr'E

yn

zn w8

3zn
dr5

w~zn!2w~yn!

3zn
'

A4 2
3Azn2A4 1

3Ayn

3zn
'

0.048

Azn

.

Thus, 1/w8(a).0.048/Azn or w8(a)2,435zn'435a contradicting the assumption tha
w8(a)2>625a. The proof of Theorem 9 is now complete.

Corollary 17: Any solution to Eqs.~1.1! and~1.2! that is defined in the far field is defined fo
all r .0. The ADM mass of the solution is finite andA(r )'122m/r for r ..1 wherem is the
ADM mass. Moreover, either the gauge fieldw[0 or limr→` w251.

Proof: Since the solution is regular@A(r ).0 for r ..1# by Theorem 9 we may invoke th
results of Ref. 14.
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IV. TRICHOTOMY THEOREM

In this section we first consider solutions of~1.1! and~1.2! defined in the far field withA(r )
having exactly one zero. IfA has one zero, sayA(r)50, then eitherA8(r)50 or A8(r).0;
A8(r),0 is not possible by Theorem 9.

If A(r)50, A8(r)50 then since we know by Theorem 9 thatA(r ).0 for r ..1 the
solution must be the extreme Reissner–Nordstro¨m solution21 ~see Remark 8!; since
A(r )5(r 21)2/r 2, limr→01 A(r )51`.

We now consider the other case,A(r)50, A8(r).0 for somer.0. Thus A(r ),0 for
r ,r.

By Note 0,L(r)5rA8(r).0 in this case.
Proposition 18:If A8(r).0 there is ab,r such thatL(r ),0 for all r ,b.
Proof: We will first assumeL(r ).0 for all r<r and derive a contradiction. We hav

rA85L22A(11w82).22A and hence, (r 2A)8.0. Hence, if r 1,r 2,r, A(r 1)
,(r 2

2/r 1
2)A(r 2) so limr 1→01 A(r 1)52`. Since L(r ),11A we have a contradiction. Thus

L(b)50 for someb,r andL(r ),0 for all r ,b by Proposition 1.
Proposition 19:limr→01 L(r )52`.
Proof: We calculater (L1A)85222A22w82L. If L,0 andA,0 thenr (L1A)8>2 and

hence, by integrating, limr→01 L1A52`. SinceL,11A we have 2L,11L1A and hence the
result.

Theorem 20: If ~w, A! is a solution to Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! defined in the far field and for
which A has exactly one zero then either limr→0A(r )5` or lim infr→01 A(r )52`.

Proof: If A8(r)50 then we have seen that limr→01 A(r )51`. If A8(r).0 we wish to
show that lim infr→01 A(r )52`. We assume 0.A(r ).M for r near 0 and derive a contradic
tion. First note thatrA8(r ),21 for all r ,r 1 is not possible; a simple integration shows th
A(r ).0 for somer ,r 1 . Similarly, rA8(r ).1 for all r ,r 2 is not possible; again, a simpl
integration shows that limr→01 A(r )52`. Thus, given anyr 1.0 we must haveurA8(r )u,1 for
somer ,r 1 .

We complete the proof of the theorem with the following lemma.
Lemma 21:If 1>rA8(r )>21, A(r ).M , andr !1 thenr 2A9(r )<22.
Proof of theorem using Lemma 21:The lemma shows that if21<r 1A8(r 1)<1 for some

r 1.0 then, by integrating the inequalityr 2A9(r )<22, there is an r 2,r 1 such that
r 2A8(r 2).1. Moreover, ifrA8(r )51 for somer ,r 2 then r (rA8(r ))85r 2A9(r )1rA8(r )<22
11,0 so rA8(r ).1 for all r ,r 2 . As noted above,rA8(r ).1 for all r ,r 2 is not possible so
that completes the contradiction and hence, the proof of the theorem.

Proof of Lemma 21:By Proposition 19,2L..1 for r ,,1; so 22Aw821W2/r 2..1
since 11A is bounded. SinceurA8(r )u,1 and 11A is bounded, Eq.~1.1! says that
22Aw82'W2/r 2, hence, 22Aw82..1 and W2/r 2..1. Also, since A is bounded and
22Aw82..1 we see thatw82..1. We then compute

r 2A9~r !54Aw841S 212A22
W2

r 2 Dw8218w
W

r
w812A2214

W2

r 2 .

We have 2(W2/r 2)w8214(W2/r 2),,0 since w82..1. Also, @212A2(W2/r 2)#w82

18w(W/r )w8,,0 sinceW2/r 2..uwW/r u andw82..uw8u. The remaining terms are all nega
tive and hence,r 2A9(r ),22.

Note: we are not able to prove that limitA52` reflecting the fact thatA oscillates near
r 50, cf. Refs. 17–20.

We now examine the behavior of solutions~w, A! of Eqs. ~1.1! and ~1.2! defined in the far
field for which A has two zeros att ands say, withA8(s).0 andA8(t),0.

Proposition 22:A solution ~w, A! to Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! defined in the far field for whichA
has two zeros is a Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solution.

Proof: By Remark 7,t,s and henceA(r ).0 for r near 0. It was shown in Ref. 14 that an
solution to~1.1! and ~1.2! that is defined in a neighborhood ofr 50 and that hasA(r ).0 near
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r 50 is either a Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solution or a Bartnik–McKinnon particle-like solutio
Thus, it is sufficient to show that~w, A! is not a Bartnikon. As observed in Corollary 3
L(t),0 and henceL(r ),0 for all r ,t by Lemma 10. But a Bartnik–McKinnon particle-lik
solution hasL(0)52 since A(0)51, w8(0)50, w2(0)51. Thus, the solution cannot be
Bartnik–McKinnon particle-like solution and must be a Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solution.

Note that the singularity atr 50 is inside the horizon atr 5r.t.0.
We now have the trichotomy theorem.
Theorem 23: Any solution of Eqs.~1.1! and ~1.2! defined in the far field is defined for a

r .0 and has finite ADM mass. Moreover, either limr→01 A(r )51 and the solution is particle
like, limr→01 A(r )51` and the solution is Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type, or lim infr→01 A(r )5
2`.

Proof: If A(r ).0 for all r .0 then by the results of Ref. 14 mentioned above the solutio
either a Bartnik–McKinnon particle-like solution for which limr→01 A(r )51 or a Reissner–
Nordström-type solution for which limr→01 A(r )51`.13 If A has one zero, then limr→01 A(r )
51` or lim infr→01 A(r )52` by Theorem 20. Finally, ifA has two zeros then the solution
a Reissner–Nordstro¨m-type solution by Proposition 22 and hence, limr→01 A(r )51`. By Theo-
rems 6 and 9 there are no other cases to consider.
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